Abstract. Robot viewers are an important tool for robot developers, programmers and users. This article presents interactive visual features that can be used for robot viewers, including rotating arrows for torque controlled serial robots and special positioned textfields for numerically displaying joint parameters. The presented features support intuitive interaction modes such that the displayed content can be switched or their visibility can be toggled. With these features the DLR SeRo-Viewer has been developed, which aims at minimizing the efforts for integrating new robots in the visualization system, and at the same time being flexible enough to visualize various robotic systems. The SeRo-Viewer has already been successfully applied on several robotic systems.
Introduction
A robot viewer is a useful tool for robot developers, programmers and users, since it provides an intuitive view on the robot's movements. In combination with a robot simulator, it improves efficiency of system tests in simulations, and diminishes hardware stress. Due to these advantageous reasons there are many robot viewers with different capabilities for numerous robotic systems. Most of them are based on libraries like Coin or Qt and are easy to use within the provided framework. Well-known robot viewers are -RVIZ, the visualization tool for ROS [1] . It supports several display types (e.g. Axes, Grid, Map, Point Clouds) and special views for navigation and localization. Moreover, it enables diverse interaction possibilities with a computer mouse. -the visualization of OpenRave [2] , which provides a python interface, and supports the XML file format. It also includes additional interaction possibilities with a computer mouse. -GraspIt! [3], a common tool for grasp planning where the simulated robot, or the robotic hand, is specified using XML. The fingers can be moved by mouse commands as well. -OpenHRP, an integrated software platform for (humanoid) robot simulations and software developments [4] using a python interface. The user is provided with special views useful for humanoid simulations. There are also numerous other visualization tools that are framework independent. One famous example is Peekabot [5] , which is a generic open source library for all POSIX compliant platforms. Other widespread commercial software tools for robot visualization are developed by robot companies, like the RobotStudio from ABB [6], or the KUKA.Sim package [7] from KUKA. These are powerful tools for offline programming of robots, and they contain sophisticated algorithms for robot simulation, such as collision detection or reachability checks. A generic example for a robot programming framework using scripting languages and including visualization of robots and its cells is COSIMIR [8] . Also at our institute diverse visualization tools have been developed over the years, e.g. [9, 10, 11] .
The research focus of our institute is on torque controlled robotic systems which are equipped with torque sensors. Thus, they are able to perceive external forces on the robot structure and are therefore well suited for direct humanmachine interaction. New requirements and challenges for robot visualization system arise with this new field of application for robots. On the one hand critical parameters must be presented intuitively, such that a user, who might not be familiar with a robotic system, is able to react reliable and fast on possible errors. On the other hand the user must be able to switch between the numerous parameters of such robotic systems, so that the relevant parameters can be selected for visualization while the view is not overloaded. This paper presents visualization features for robot visualization systems meeting the challenging requirements of torque controlled robots and direct human-machine interaction, Sect. 2. Based on these features a proof of concept robot viewer -the DLR SeRo-Viewer -is presented in Sect. 3. This viewer is based on the open X3D standard [12] and is currently implemented for the InstantPlayer [13] . The authors provide the X3D files of the DLR SeRo-viewer upon request. It is free to use for research purpose. Five applications of the viewer in our institute are given in Sect. 4. Finally, the paper concludes in Sect. 5.
